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 I spent a lot of time in January/February running tutorials for new GP Registrars and rural interns. 
Alongside the usual information about Medical Director and Best Practice, I usually mention the My Health 
Record, (MyHR) and it’s potential to improve timeliness and efficiency of care via ready access to key  
information. Because a lot of these Drs were or still are working in the public hospital system, once the MyHR 
was explained to them, they invariably filled in the blanks themselves about how useful it would be in that 
setting, if only it were available. 

 Then I heard some truly fantastic news! From February 12th the MyHR would be available to Tasmanian  
public clinicians through the hospital’s Digital Medical Record (DMR). Finally, Tasmanian public hospital Drs will 
join the rest of the country in using this system! Finally, smug rightfully concerned local GPs will not be able to 
use “the hospital can’t even see it” as a reason for non-engagement. 

 As you can imagine, this news was the cause of some elation on my part. 

 So February 12th came around and…………..it didn’t connect properly………..so they withdrew it!        
  
  

 

 

 

 

   
 Soooo, scratch the idea for the commemorative, collectors edition of the newsletter.  

 But I shouldn’t be selfish,  some the younger hospital doctors have taken it especially hard. I wouldn’t 
go so far as to say they are off their food, but some of them have definitely stopped photographing it! 

 On a more sensible note, the obvious upside is that we are obviously getting closer and our local  
administrators have seen the necessity. So it shouldn’t be too far away. In the meantime, if you are a local  
clinician and you only regard the MyHR as a place where you are supposed to upload shared health 
summaries, you really should appraise yourself of how the system can help you today.  
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March 2020 — Newsbrief 

eReferral  The practice manager at the Icon Cancer group in Hobart has assured me that inbound ereferrals are 

now working fine, so they feature in this month’s update. I also hear around the traps that the PHT pilot for 

electronic referral into local public hospitals kicks off this month    

Additions in the South: 

 Dr Louise Nott  Medical Oncology  iconhobm  

 Dr Cristina Moldovan Medical Oncology  iconhobm 

 Dr Richard Foster  Radiation Oncology  iconhobr 

 Dr Michael Dally  Radiation Oncology  iconhobr 

 Dr Raef Awad   Radiation Oncology  iconhobr 

 Dr Heath Adams  Cardiology   lgallign 

 Dr Sam Lovibond  Cardiology   lgallign (also chctlvcs) 

 Dr Robert MacFadyen Delete    lgallign 
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Data Cleansing—Holiday makers 

 I’ve certainly noticed some practice managers have become very data-proud  in recent times. Some of 
them even have to be persuaded that it’s ok to have a single test patient that’s not pristinely coded. 

 It’s all good though, improved data actually means  better medical records, better generated  
documents and less chance of important things being missed. A threat to this of course are the thousands of 
tourists that invade our shores every summer.  They’re not just clogging our roads, stomping all over our 
beautiful places and causing the Bruny Island cheese factory to run out of sourdough pizza by lunchtime two 
days in a row, when we were only slightly late! They are also a threat to the pristine data that practices have 
been lovingly cultivating during the year. 

 With all that in mind, it’s worth revisiting some tips for removing non-locals from your systems.   

 

 I’m basing my identification and inactivation exercise around non Tasmanian postcodes. So here are 
the steps: 

  1) From the main screen in BP, select Utilities..Search. 

  2) Click the Demographics button and select the Postcode field on the left. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  4) If you don’t want to apply any date-of-visit exclusions, they you are almost done. You just 
need to look at the query text and note the 2 lines that refer to Postcode, changing the AND on the second 
line to OR . If you don’t do this the query won’t find any patients. Click Run Query. 

  5) Look at the list of patients to make sure that you have done the query correctly and that 
there are no-interstaters that you would like to keep (Delete them from the list if that is the case). Once you 
are happy with the list, go to the File menu and select Mark as Inactive.  All done! 

 If you wanted to, you could skip most of the above. Just go into Utilities..Search, delete all of the  
default text and copy and paste the text from the box below, the click Run Query. Note though, that I have 
added a parameter excluding patients who have visited since 1st February, The Next page tells you how to 
add this parameter. 
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3) From the middle column select the 

< symbol, type 7000 in the right hand field 

and click the Add button. 

From the middle column again, select the 

> symbol, type 7999 in the right hand field 

and click the Add button. 

These parameters should return everybody 

with a non Tasmanian postcode, and the 

screen should look like the graphic to the 

right of this text. 

Click OK. 

SELECT * 
FROM BPS_Patients 
WHERE StatusText = 'Active' 
AND Postcode < '7000' 
OR Postcode > '7999' 
AND NOT InternalID IN (SELECT InternalID FROM Visits WHERE VisitDate >= '20200201' AND RecordStatus = 1) 
ORDER BY surname, firstname 
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Data Cleansing—Holiday makers...continued 

 You may want to exclude travellers who have visited in the last couple of weeks or so. If you are copy-
ing and pasting my query text from the previous page, either accept my date of February 1st, or manually 
change the date text on the second last line which is in yyyymmdd format. 

 If you are building the search yourself, after you have done the postcode criteria, click on the Visits 
button from the main search screen.  

 It’s always a good thing not to have visitors not appearing on our Active patient lists, but if you are 
doing this to help improve your PiPQI numbers, remember that these measures focus on regular patients, 
i.e. 3 or more visits in the last 2 years. So unless your holidaymakers visited 3 or more times, they won’t be 
affecting your PiPQI. 

 

 Here are the steps for inactivating interstate visitors in MD. In this example we will deactivate  
patients who have a postcode of less than 7000. 

 1) From the main screen in MD, select Search..Patient  

 2) Click the Other Demographic Criteria button.  

 3)  In the postcode field provided, type in <7000 and click OK  
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In the dialogue box, select a date in the From 

field.  Then make sure to select NOT and click 

Add. 

In the example shown we are modifying our 

postcode search to exclude patients who have 

attended since the 1st of February. 

If you are happy with this, click OK. 

Back at the search screen, remember to change 

the second postcode parameter from AND to OR 

and then click Run Query. 
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Data Cleansing—Holiday makers...continued 

 4) Back at the main search screen, you may want to exclude patients who have visited recently. In the 
example below I want to exclude from my postcode search all patients who have visited since the 1st of  
February. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Actually, it’s a bit of a quirk of MD that you need to include this date field in order for the bulk  
inactivate button to become available. So even if you don’t want to exclude interstaters by recent visits, just 
tick the Not seen since box and select today’s date.  Click Search. 

 5) Scan the list on the screen to make sure that it was what you intended. Delete from the list, any 
patients that you don’t want to deactivate. I am aware that the odd patient may be shown with an incorrect 
postcode, e.g. there is a Kingston in Tasmania as well as in Queensland and occasionally an error can be 
made when creating the patient in PracSoft.  

  Another quirk is that although the search targets the patient’s residential postcode, the patient list 
generated shows their preferred address, which may be a Post Box number. Only really going to be an issue 
if they live interstate but have a local post box as their preferred contact address. 

When you are happy with the list, click the Inactivate Patients button from the toolbar at the foot of the 
screen 

 

 

 So there you are, whilst it won’t affect your PiPQI numbers (as they focus on regular patients), it’s 
always good to be in charge of your patient database. This should be an annual housekeeping task for most 
practices, probably at the end of the holiday season. 

  
 Quick PenCat tip.  More than one practice has struggled to find the PiPQI reports in PenCat, and have 
tried to build their own. They are all configured for you. When you have an extract loaded, just go to the 
Standard Reports tab and select the PiPQI sub-tab. If it’s not visible, you are running an old version  
of PenCat or haven’t signed up for the incentive. 
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 Sometimes I try to “sell” clinicians on a way of doing something, and sometimes I just write about 

something that is available in the software that may strike a chord with some. This article is of the latter  

variety, and I make no assertion that it fits neatly into a clinicians workflow, or that it is something you 

should use, but at the end of the day, I have a newsletter to write. 

On the icon bar in the clinical record, wedged snugly between the studious looking custodian of  

Patient Information leaflets and the Contacts book bulging with ereferral addresses, there is an 

icon that will take you to the 3DAnatomica website, where you will be invited to subscribe and download 

their 3DA Clinic application. They are currently offering a 14 day free trial and a 20% discount to BP users. 

 When it comes to downloading it, if you are working in a remote-desktop environment and often  

experience system slowness, then using  a high definition graphics program is not going to endear you to 

your IT support team, or your colleagues. So if you do want to give it a try, maybe install it on your local 

workstation and run it from there.  

  When you run the application, either via the BP icon to website link, or by double-clicking the desktop 

icon, you will see a screen that is basically asking you what quality of graphics you want to run and whether 

it should be full-screen or in a window. 

 

  

 

 

 Then we are down to business. 3DA Clinic, could be described as a patient information tool for the 

21st century. It comprises 3d graphical models of all the body parts, including internal organs. All of the  

models can be zoomed using the mouse wheel or rotated 360 degrees using click and drag mouse gestures. 

There are animated models of different organs, depicting blood and liquid flow etc. Some areas have audio 

commentary, and you can even do a fly-through on certain organs using the mouse.   
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The products ability to drill-down, is shown by the surrounding graphic.  

From the full body model, we can click on the Sensory Item, which can even-

tually take us to a detailed and labelled view of the eye. From here we can 

click on the Cornea label, to get further information about it. 

Virtually anything you look at can be zoomed, rotated or drilled down into. 

https://3danatomica.com/
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 If you click on the 3DA clinic at bottom right, a toolbar is invoked, which let’s you turn the labels on or 

off and also gives you a pen tool for drawing on the supplied models, although why you would want to 

scrawl on these figures, I really don’t know The toolbar in question is depicted in the main graphic on the 

previous page. 

If you don’t invoke the toolbar there is an arrow on the left side of the screen which invokes a panel of  

different clinical conditions. Selecting one reveals models, animations, pictures and text around the disease 

in question, as well as sometimes a short narrated video. The example below, shows the starting screen for 

information around Osteoporosis.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The program really is a lot of fun to use. Whether it has any place at all in the workflow of a busy GP is 

another question altogether. Certainly it strikes me as being a good teaching tool. I came across a couple of 

mild annoyances, which I mentioned  to the 3DA people who were fine with feedback as this is essentially a 

very early version of the product. 

 As I mentioned earlier, you can read more at their website. There is a 14 day trial, and also potentially 

special rates for bulk licences. If you are a GP or a nurse who likes to show and tell, you may want to check it 

out.  

 

.   
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